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Abstract

A general scheme 1s presented for classlfymg chemically sensitive semlconductor devices (CSSDs) CSSDs reported m the literature up to now, as
well as related physlcochemlcal phenomena, are briefly discussed and shown
to fit m the scheme

1. Introduction

The impact of semiconductors on our present society would not have
been realized without a thorough study of the (electro)chemlcal, physical,
electronic and technoloacal aspects of semiconductor matenals and semlconductor devices
This paper deals with Chemically Sensitive Semiconductor Devices
(CSSDs), m which all four elements mentloned above are mvolved, the
chemistry being the most relevant As a contrlbutlon to the rapidly developmg CSSD field, an attempt 1s made here to classify them, for this purpose a
general scheme 1s suggested emphazlsmg analogles (1) between related fields
of semiconductor research and (11) between CSSDs and then chemically
unsensitive electronic equivalents
The scheme will be presented below Next, CSSDs already reported m
the literature are bnefly dlscussed and it 1s shown how these fit m the proposed scheme, finally, the same IS done for CSSD-related physlcochemlcal
phenomena

2 Claswflcatlon scheme for CSSDs

The scheme 1s m fact a classlflcatlon of XYS-systems, m which S stands
for semiconductor, X IS either a metal (electromc conductor), an electrolyte
(lomc conductor) or a gas, and Y ISrelated to the properties of an insulating
layer on the semiconductor For Y three cases are dlstmgmshed
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(1) The insulating layer, d sufflclently
thick and of good qualrty, will
be an insulator m the traditIonal sense of the word In the followmg a layer
of this type will be denoted as I
(n) When the thickness of the msulatmg layer IS less than about 5 nm, it
1s involved m electronic conduction
processes associated with tunnellmg
phenomena Such a layer wrll be denoted as 1
(111)The msulatmg layer may be absent
As a result the scheme mcorporates autonomous and widely dlffenng
fields m semiconductor
science, each of which has been mtenslvely studied,
but not necessanly from the vlewpomt of chemical sensmg, m this way the
scheme also accounts for the versatility m appllcatlons and fundamental
semiconductor research
Now it 1s not difficult to fill m the scheme with devices or device structures (Figs 1 and 2) Analogies should lmmedlately be clear, of which three
examples will be aven
(1) MIS devices, realized either as MIS-capacitors or as MISFETs are
characterized znter alra by their flat-band voltage V,, or then- threshold
voltage VT Devices with chemically active gate metals may have a threshold
voltage that 1s dependent on environmental parameters and can thus be
used for chemical sensing purposes, nevertheless, the electromc operation
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Fig 1 Scheme for the classlfrcatlon of Chemically
Sensltlve Semiconductor
Devices
(CSSDs)
A CSSD 18 to be characterized as an XYS-structure
m which S stands for semlconductor,
X ls a metal, an electrolyte or a gas, and Y 1s related to the propertles of an
mterme&ate
layer The elements of the matrix thus obtained are easdy recogmzed
as
often well-studied fields m semiconductor
research
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Fig 2 Classlflcatlon of Chemically Sensltlve Semiconductor Deuces The scheme of Fig 1 is now filled with chemical sensor devices
and/or pnne@s
For each matrix element, a device structure 16 depicted and its electric output {a charactenstzc current or voltage) as
a fun&on of a chermcal input (an lomc concentration m a soiutlon or a partial gas pressure) is shown schematIcally Data are taken from
the literature These and other devices are bnefly discussed m the text, where references to the ongmal literature can be also found
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principles of these chemically sensitive devices are Just the same as for the
chemically znsensltlve MIS devices
EIS devices, mostly realized as ISFET structures, are also properly
described by a chemically dependent threshold voltage, thus representing a
clear example of the analogy between chemically sensltlve MIS and EIS
devices
(n) Another strlkmg resemblance 1s demonstrated by the formulae
descrlbmg the current-voltage characterlstlcs of Schottky diodes (MS structures according to Fig 1) and semiconductor/electrolyte
structures (ES
structures according to Fig 1) The former 1s given by [I]
I = AT2 exp(-11/,/12T)[exp(qV/kT)

- l]

(1)

whereas the latter appears m the literature as [2, 31
IeE co = AT2 exp(---q@&T)

(2a)

or

I = MexpW#l

- @lOww -

11

(2b)

In these formulae I = current density, A = Richardson’s constant, 2’ = absolute temperature, eB, f$B= Schottky barrier energy and potential respectively, k = Boltzmann’s constant, q = electronic charge, V = voltage across
the diode, IOE= O= current density at zero electrode potential and (@, - @I’)
1s the equivalent of V m eqn (1)
The resemblance as expressed m the above formulae 1s a reflectlon of
the well-known rectlfymg behavlour of both structures
(in) The analogy between solid/electrolyte
and solid/gas interfaces is
still poorly clanfled, although the first steps m this very interesting field have
already been taken an entire volume of Surface Science [4] 1s devoted to
the so called ‘non-traditional
techniques in electrochemistry’,
m which
information 1s obtained by studying the same solid surface with both (wet)
electrochemical
and (dry) sobd state physics techniques
So far, these
mvestlgatlons support the idea of an analogy between the columns headed
‘Electrolyte’ and ‘Gas’ m Figs 1 and 2

3. Classlflcatlon of sensor devices
The elements of the matrix m Fig
vlewpomt of CSSDs

1 will now be dlscussed from the

(1) MIS- CSSDs
The ‘trick’ to be performed here 1s to replace the gate metal normally
used (Al) by one that 1s known to possess chemical reactlvlty, such as the
group VIII elements Nl, Pd and Pt In this way devtces sensltlve to hydrogen
[ 51, carbon monoxide 161, hydrogen dlsulphlde [ 71 and ammonia [ 81 were
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realnzed The prmclple undedymg the sensor operation of these devices 1s
the formation of a dipole layer at the metal-msulator interface, the resultmg
voltage drop 1s measured as a flat-band voltage shift m e&her MIS capacltance-voltage cb~acte~st~~s or MISFETs and may ~qulv~ently be described
by an environmental dependence of the metal work functron
The deuces may be reahzed with single or multilayered dlelectrrcs [9]
In MIS capacitors with Hg as the metal, large flat-band voltage shifts were
observed upon the addltlon of solid Na to the Hg [lo] Of course, this flatband voltage shift IS due to the formation of sodium amalgum, whose work
function differs conslde~bly from that of the pure mercury
Examples of these are the Pd-SK&--S1 hydrogen sensor of Zemel et al
[ll]
and the Al-&C&--S1 moisture sensor of Duszak et al [ 121, where the
Insulator layers are no more than a few nanometres thick The former device
xs operated as a MIS-tunnel diode, whereas the latter 1s realized as a translstor-hke structure, employing two interacting MIS-tunnel diodes
The fundamentals underlying both sensor structures are as yet not fully
elucidated For the hydrogen sensor a chemically sensrtlve metal work function, thus modifymg the MxS current-voltage charactenstlcs, IS suggested,
extra current paths, mvolvmg tunnelllng from surface states to the metal,
are suggested by Zemel et al [ll], but denied by others [ 131 No mtenslve
studies on the meehamsm of the above moisture sensor have been reported,
but some kmd of protome mvolvement m the conduction processes m the
s&con oxide layer IS probable
It should be noted that the role of the insulator 1s quote different m
both cases m the moisture sensor the oxide layer 1s likely to be involved m
the chemical part of the sensing process In the hydrogen sensor, the oxide
layer also plays a chemical role, but not m a sensing sense the mam reason
for its presence 1s to prevent the undesired formatlon of Intermediate
species, such as Pd2S1, while preservmg the hydrogen sensltlvlty of the diode
structure
A MB-hydrogen sensor has also been reahzed with amorphous hydrogenated &con [ 14]
(tn) AS-CSS~S
Finally, with no msulatmg layer left between the metal and the semtconductor,
we arrive at CSSDs based upon the chemical sensltlvlty of
Schottky diodes In view of the foregoing dlscusslon, it IS not surpnsmg to
fmd that they consist of a catalytically active metal, almost exclusively Pd,
and a semiconductor that must meet the followmg reqtnrements (1) no
undesired formation of lnte~ed~ate
species through reactlon with the
metal and (11) no Fermi level pmnmg
Hydrogen sensors based upon Pd-ZnO [15 1, Pd-CdS [ 161 and PdT102 1171 Schottky diodes have been reported It 1s commonly beheved that
therr operation IS properly described by the chemical sensltl~ty of the metal
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work fun&on, thus modlfymg the Schottky diode current-voltage characteristlcs
Recently, a hydrogen~enslt~ve photodiode was also reported [ 18]
MIS-, MIS- and MS-based gas sensors are extensively discussed by
Lundstrom [ 191
(w) EIS-CSSDs
An mtensrvely studied class of CSSDs ISformed by EIS devices, ISFETs
[ 201 and Ion Controlled Diodes (ICDs) [ 211 fall mto this category Both are
field effect devices and employ the electrochemical properties of the
insulator-electrolyte mterface, baslcally &s response to changes m the solutlon pH It now seems satlsfactorlly estabhshed 122,231 that these devices
operate through the so called site-dlssoc~atlo~ model, m which the acid-base
equlIlbna at the Insulator-electrolyte interface are accounted for
Usmg standard double-layer theory, a relation between the solution pH
and $,,, the potential at the msulator-electrolyte mterface with respect to
the bulk of the solution, was derived and exper”lmentallyverlfled 122, 231
With respect to the insulator, the operation of these devices 1s greatly
improved (1 e , nearer to Nernstlan pH response, better selectlvlty, less drift)
by usmg S13N4, Al&, or TazOs as an extra dlelectrlc layer on top of the
orlgmally employed SK& layer [24 ]
The (electro}chemlc~ properties of sem~conducto~elec~olyte structures and of structures with an ultrathm rnsulator between the two are
seldom used for chemical sensing purposes The mam rnterest m these
systems 1s for solar energy conversion and fundamental research m materials
science and on electron transfer mechanisms Besides, apphcatlons of these
systems suffer from then low stability due to electrochemical and corrosion
processes at the semlconductor-electrolyte interface A vast hterature [25]
exrsts on the SUbJeCtNevertheless, observations on elemental and compound
semiconductors have been made, that, at least m prmczple, mdlcate thenposslblhtles for sensor apphcatlons
(a) The ge~~l~/aqueous
electrolyte interface was the frrst semtconductor/e~e~trolyte system to be studied, starting with the work of Brattam
and Garrett [26] Concernmg the chemlcdl sensor aspects, the pH of an
aqueous solution could be measured provided hydrogen peroxide, H&, was
present [27], a response of 60 mV pH-” was found Furthermore, an mteraction was found between Ge electrodes and cupric [ 281 and iodide [29]
ions However, these observatxonshave not led to the development of useful
chemical sensors
(b) The determmatron of the pH response of SE electrodes 1s usually
Influenced by the formation of a very thm s&con oxide film, this explams
why Madou et at [3O] found a non-Nernstlan pH response of about 30 mV
pH-’ m the flat-band voltage dete~lnat~on This pH response 1s also found
with SrOz-gated ISFETs, where the S1 surface 1s mtentlonally oxldrzed A

carefully designed experimental procedure and an extrapolation method
enabled Chazalmel [ 313 to obtain a Nernstlan response for the rest potential
VX m the current-voltage characterlstlcs of a n-&-aqueous electrolyte mterface
Wolkenberg [ 21 performed experiments on %-electrolyte
interfaces
with aqueous Na+ and Ki solutions, but the results are not encouraging from
a sensor vlewpomt A further pomt to be noticed 1s that ISFETs with only a
3 nm layer of gate oxide still behave as ISFETs, 2 e , normal transistor characterlstlcs and a 30 mV decade-’ pH response are readily obtamed over a
surp~sIngly long period of time [32] This demonstra~s that the use of the
capacrtrve properties of ElS or ES systems IS more promlsmg than the use
of their current-voltage behavlour
(c) With compound semiconductor electrodes the sltuatlon 1s not much
different from that for elemental semiconductors
For the semlconductlng
metal oxides such as ZnO, H+ and OH‘- are the potential dete~lnlng
Ions
(p d I ), m prmclple allowing thev use m pH determmatlons Recently, the
feasibility of Pt, Ir and Tr oxides for pH determmatlons was discussed by
Kmoshlta and Madou [ 331 For CdS H+ and HS were shown to be the p d 1
[34] One important apphcatlon 1s that of the pH sensltlvlty of the Ir/Ir,O,
electrode [35], which IS used m such sophlstlcated devices as pacemakers
[36]
It 1s interesting to no&e that already m the earlier literature on this
subJect, the concept of a chemically sensltgve semiconductor
ckv2ce
1s
present often the semiconductor electrode IS not snnply a substitute for a
noble metal electrode, but some kmd of bipolar transistor s~uct~e 1s used
In these so-called ‘thin slice arrangements’, the electrolyte replaces e g , the
emitter of a bipolar transistor {the base and the collector are formed inside
the semiconductor electrode) Ultimately, as was done by Pleskov [37], both
the emitter and the collector were replaced by electrolytes, a thm semiconductor electrode thus forming the base of a transistor m which the
base/emitter and the b~e/col~~~tor Junctions were constituted by semlcondnctor/electrolyte
Junctions However, a maJor step forward came with the
mtroductlon of another type of transistor, namely the ISFET Speaking m
terms of the scheme m Fig 1, this unprovement was accomphshed by gomg
from ES and EIS structures to EIS structures

Semrconductors
and oxtdes m contact wtth gases
From the begmnmg of semiconductor research the influence of gaseous
amblents on the semiconductor surface propertles has been a SubJect of
investigation Earher examples of these are studies of the reversible water
adsorption and desorptlon on etched ge~anlum
surfaces by Brattam and
Bardeen (the Brattam-Bardeen cycle, [38]) and of the influence of humidity
on the behavlour of pn-Junctions m silicon covered with a thick oxide layer
by Shockley et al [39’J In retrospect, It 1s surprlsmg that the development
of CSSDs was not taken up at that time
(VI)
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In this case too it IS meaningful to classify the sensor structures according to the nature of the msulatmg film on the semiconductor
By omlttmg the gate electrode of a MOSFET, Johannessen created
a gas sensing device called the OGFET (Open Gate Field Effect Transistor),
the physics and chemistry of this device were more mtensrvely studied
by Thorstensen
[40]
The device shows sensltlvlty to a number of
gases such as the vapours of water, alcohols,
benzene
and carbon
tetrachlonde
In Charge Flow Transistors (CFTs), developed and applied for chemical
sensing by Senturla [ 413 , part of the gate metal of a MISFET 1s replaced by
a poorly conductmg film, which may interact with its gaseous environment
and thus be applied as a chemical sensor Also, its sensltlvlty to ions m an
electrolyte could be investigated, then, the device IS no longer operated m
Its GIS, but m Its EIS mode
A gas sensing device called the Adsorption
Field Effect Transistor
(ADFET)
was patented by Cox [42] m 1974 It 1s a FET-like structure with
its extremely thin (< 5 nm) gate oxide directly exposed to a gaseous envlronment, its fast and reversible response to a diversity of polar gases may be
enhanced by suitable chemical surface modlflcatlons
The response dlsappeared for devices with 20 nm-thick gate oxides It 1s likely that simple
adsorptlon/desorptlon
reactions are the main operation pnnclple of this
device
The Surface Accessible Field Effect Transistor (SAFET,
[ 431) 1s very
much like the ADFET
Whereas m the ADFET the gate metal LScompletely
omitted and the device thus operates mth a floating gate potential, m the
SAFET a polysll~con electrode IS placed a short distance above the extremely
thm oxide film, thus properly defmlng the electnc field So far only the
response to water, acetone and alcohols has been shown experimentally, but
extensions as with the ADFET should be possible
It 1s obvious that the ADFET and the SAFET are GlS-CSSDs
Compound
semiconductors
are becoming mcreasmgly popular as gas
sensors Generally they are brought directly into contact with a gaseous
environment
unthout the Interference of a thin msulatmg layer as with
stilcon, and they thus belong to the class of GS-CSSDs
Usually the conductance of a homogeneous semlconductmg layer 1s measured as a function
of environmental parameters with two electrodes, SnOz and ZnO m partlcular are intensively studied Homogeneous semlconductmg gas sensors have
recently been revlewed by Helland [ 441 and Morrison [ 451

4. Results m related physlcochemlcal

expenments

The generality of the scheme presented here also allows other physlcochemical phenomena to be classlfled m XYS-systems
Some relevant examples will be presented
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(1) EIS systems, first example
In their studies of the Sl/SlO, electrode, Madou et al [46] descnbe the
electrlcal conducting properties of SIOz layers that have previously been
‘activated’ by a thermal or electrochemical treatment resulting In electron
transfer reactions at the SIOz/electrolyte interface, they suggest the use of
these structures as ‘a new class of FET-based sensors sensitive to redox
couples’
(IE)EIS systems,

second example
Wolkenberg [47] studied EIS systems, but with the purpose of mvestlgatmg the properties of the S1/S102 interface Although MIS-devices are more
often used m that kind of experiments, no fundamental ObJections can be
rmsed agamst an electrochemical approach, as 1s m accordance with our
scheme
(1~) ErS systerns
In the same paper [47] Wolkenberg calculated and expenmentally
determined the current-voltage charactenstlcs of ElS systems with a 2 0 2 2 nm oxide layer on s&on, the results turn out to be quite analogous to
those for MIS systems
(HI) GsS systems
Interesting physlcochemlcal phenomena mvolvmg slhcon-thin oxldegas structures are reported by Caplan et al [48] When irradiated with u v
light m the presence of oxygen, the so called P,-centres (Slj - Sl- groups at
the Sl/S102 interface) are depopulated, as momtored by a decrease m then
ESR signal Optically-induced
electron transfer from the P,-centres to
adsorbed oxygen molecules, thereby forming 02--molecules
and ESRmvlslble Slg = Sl+ groups, 1s suggested as an explanation for this phenomenon In the reverse effect electron tunneling through the thin oxide layer
may be involved These phenomena occur exclusively for thin, r e , less than
5 nm, oxide layers
5. Concludmg remarks
Of course, CSSDs may be divided into groups or classes m many dtiferent ways, e g , according to the pnnclple of their electronic operation (capacitive, reslstlve, are the devices transistors, diodes or simply resutors’) or the
prmclple of then chemical operation (which species 1s actually involved m
the physlcochemlcal part of the sensing? 1s the sensing reaction reverslble9
which surfaces or interfaces play a role?)
We feel that m the scheme presented here, many of the above conslderatlons are accommodated m a reasonable fashion In addition, the scheme 1s
very general, allowmg related fields of mvestlgatlons to be included as well
The devices discussed m this paper are called chemically sensltlve semlconductor devices, but m most cases the semiconductor 1s merely involved m
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the electromc part of the sensing process, 1 e , its ability to form modifiable
surface- or spacecharge layers 1s used Only m the case of the semlconductor-electrolyte (ES) and semlconductorgas (GS) systems 1s the semlconductor itself involved m the physlcochemlcal part of the sensing process
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